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As previously reported, the IGCP expedition into Namibia – Africa in search of the 

first multi-cellular life forms to have existed on Earth was rescheduled for late March 

– early April 2014. Part of the delay was my involvement in a Brazilian conference 

that ran in August 2013 where I presented a brief paper on my analysis and findings 

of Nemiana. In addition to studying Brazilian vultures and alligators, members of the 

delegation had some of the latest technical GPS and ‘Gigapan’ equipment which I was 

able to assess. This equipment will now be incorporated into my African inventory as 

both will be especially useful in locating and documenting any fossils the expedition 

is likely to find.  

Following this opportune moment to explore part of the Brazilian wilderness located 

around Corumbá near the Bolivian border, preparations are now well underway for 

my participation on the IGCP research expedition into the arid zones of Namibia in 

my quest to find more fossil material from the time before the Trilobites. In addition 

to navigating and exploring though vast scrub and grassland plains [photograph 1] 

with the accompanying heat and semi-desert conditions, it has become clear that I 

will also have to contend with scorpions, venomous spiders, and the occasional 

encounter with highly venomous Puff Adders hiding beneath low scrubby bushes. 

This will make gaiters and gloves essential equipment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note:  All photographs have been generously provided from the two IGCP expeditions 

undertaken in 2003 & 2005. 

In studying previous expedition photographs I have discerned that what I’m seeking 

will be well hidden in a rubble strewn plain making discovery of small Nemiana 

outcrops a bit like looking for a needle in a haystack and will require some good 

exploratory techniques. I have therefore considered the strata where very localized 

discoveries have been made, and will map these back to more substantial geological 

structures with the aid of the GPS. 
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Photograph 1 The vast plains where 
I’m searching for Nemiana and other 
Pre-Cambrian life forms 



 
 

As identified in my initial application, my laboratory research identified that 

Nemiana may have internal features that at the time, were thought to be akin to the 

coral spawning process. Further examination has identified these features are far 

more prolific than first thought and may not be coral-like but more attuned to an 

algal propagation process which does not have as wide a dispersal mechanism as 

coral spawning. To further validate this hypothesis samples are being sent to a 

synchrotron for internal scanning and chemical mapping but as my current samples 

are limited, this expedition into Namibia now becomes crucial in order to find more 

extensive and diverse Nemiana samples for further examination.  

The implication of Nemiana having a limited dispersal area is that instead of 

blanketing a large area, they can be expected to propagate and colonize only local, 

small regions making detection through rudimentary grid exploration more difficult. 

Should this be the case an understanding of the geological strata will be essential if I 

am to maximize the discovery and mapping of these regions in the time available.  

It is also hoped that the more extensive samples will answer the question of why these 

multi-cellular organisms were not squashed flat upon being rapidly buried under an 

avalanche of silt. This becomes a particularly vexing question given there are no 

obvious means such as a hole in the top to fill these possible jelly-like organisms upon 

being buried by the silt, as this would have readily explained their relatively 

undistorted fossilized shape. 

In order to biometrically and accurately ‘map’ any large fossil fields I might find, I am 

currently fabricating a still camera photographic dolly that I can use to create 

‘mosaics’ of the fossil field and establish an accurate gridded propagation event. It is 

hoped that should the exposed fossil field be large enough it may be able to either 

prove or disprove the concept that Nemiana settled out of the water column as a 

uniform ‘cloud’ of juveniles. If this is not the case I should be able to detect a 

growth/age gradient based on pod size which will indicate a propagation trend. If 

such a trend exists, this will disprove the ‘cloud’ concept. 

Other than the GPS, Gigapan, and my fabrication of the camera dolly, I am nearly 

fully equipped with the necessary personal expeditionary equipment. It only remains 

for me to obtain these items and finish the dolly construction before final 

preparations are undertaken. 
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I am delighted to inform you that you have been awarded an Exploration Fund grant of 

$2,500.00  for your project “Nemiana in the Ediacaran-Understanding Pre-

Cambrian Life.”  The Explorers Club grants are highly competitive and only a small 

percentage of the proposals are funded.  Congratulations!  

  

In exchange for this grant, we require a short (1-5 page) report be submitted to the Club by 

December 31, 2013. Please include images or video. If your project is not completed by the 

end of 2013, an interim report must be sent to the Club by December 31, 2013. Your final 

report must be sent upon completion of your project. 

  

If, for any reason, your project should be canceled your cash award must be returned to The 

Explorers Club immediately.  It is also necessary that any unused portion be remitted back to  

 

 

Nemiana  

Latitude   S 26042.712’ 

Longitude   E 16026.801’ 

Location  SS J 0643906 

UTM    7044660 

Elevation   1584m  

 

Habitat 

The puff adder can be found over the vast majority of Africa with exception to the north. 

Unlike many other venomous reptiles, they are not usually found amongst the woodlands. 

They prefer to hang out in the grasslands. They are right at home in the dry grass and use 

their camouflage to ambush their prey. 

Puff Adder Venom and Danger to Humans 

Puff adder snake venom is a cytotoxin. This means that the venom breaks down tissue and 

spreads slowly to the rest of the body. The bite of a puff adder is usually a long and slow break 

down of the body if you have no medical attention. This can take up to 24 hours for the 

effects to take hold, and once they do they are hard to reverse. Puff adders are not the most 

venomous snakes in the world, but they are highly aggressive biters and are around people 

more than some of their brethren. The slightest thing will cause a puff adder to strike, 

whereas many other snakes are simply likely to slither away if they are close by. 
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In Search of the First Animals on Earth 

The world was in a state of change 650 million years ago with oceans disappearing and 

reforming, volcanoes erupting and continents were colliding to form supercontinents. 

Globally the chemistry in the oceans was changing and salt levels were dropping. Ocean 

temperatures plummeted as massive glaciations swept the globe until eventually with 

stabilising temperatures the action of bacteria and algae caused the oxygen in the ocean to 

rise to levels that supported complex life. Thus the Ediacaran [Vendian] oceans became the 

realm of the world’s first animals, the metazoans. This was a time of weirdness when 

compared to the modern world in which we live – animals were most definitely not ones that 

we are used to – they lacked hard skeletons and eyes!  They were the first animals on Earth 

and only later did some of these strange forms give rise in the Cambrian to those with 

exoskeletons - animals such as trilobites and brachiopods, the graptolites and corals. 

The time period which I am exploring is the Ediacaran – the time from around 620 to 541 

million years ago. During this time, most animals had only soft, jelly-like bodies, and their 

fossils are often difficult to interpret – because they leave only imprints. My research focuses 

on one of these enigmatic creatures - Nemiana [Fig 1a & b], which left its best remains in a 

fossil area in southern Africa, where a research team has been exploring since 2003 

(www.geosci.monash.edu.au/precsite), funded in part by UNESCO.  My task is to return with 

this team and carefully map and geologically log the occurrence of Nemiana and its 

associated fauna in an attempt to understand its structure, life habits and the mode in which 

it was preserved – relative to the remaining biota so richly preserved there. 

When simple round soft-bodied Ediacaran animals like Nemiana were buried, they flattened 

into different shapes and sizes which makes it very difficult to understand whether fossils 

from different countries are the same species. In fact Nemiana from different burial sites 

have been called jellyfish, anemones, a ‘sack-with-mouth’ organism, algae, and even the stem 

of seaweed. 

Most of these different interpretations are hard to reconcile, especially where a burial site 

shows that an avalanche of mud or sand that buries everything is quickly re-covered by 

Nemiana – a bit like weeds in a garden; and they re-cover it so closely they are the only 

living thing there. Unfortunately Nemiana only thrive until they in turn are also buried. 

Other Nemiana, especially those in Russia are thought to float in the ocean like plagues of 

jellyfish that upon dying blanket the seafloor – these are meant to be the same species, so 

why the difference in life style? 

The aim of my African exploration is to find larger colonies buried under these ancient mud 

avalanches, and to find out how they lived before they died, and to then compare these with 

the Russian samples to see if they are the same species. I liken this to being a detective 

hunting for clues and with enough clues I can tell whether they are jellyfish, algae or some 

other type of animal. This will solve one of many mysteries belonging to the Ediacaran. 

If I can find big enough colonies of Nemiana I can use biometric analysis techniques to 

measure each fossilised body’s position [L] and size [D] within the colony to see how they 

lived compared to all their neighbours [P1 – P7; Fig 1b]. The old biometric system only used 

two adjacent fossils and their diameters within a cluster of fossils [Fig 1a]. I will be using a 

more advanced system to see if they died in patterned formations on the seafloor which will 

tell me if they lived on the seafloor. 

If my system shows they were spread all over the place then it may mean they floated in the 

ocean, or were washed along the seafloor and piled up in rows as often occurs to seaweed 

after a storm. 



 
 

 

Background. 

In addition to academic studies, I have been involved in many exploratory and sporting 

activities. I am a qualified surf lifesaver [lifeguard], and have a black belt [1st Dan] in Tae 

Kwon Do. I am a qualified Cat 3 deep penetration cave diver; I’ve scuba dived with 

Hammerheads, and other sharks, penetrated into deep-water wrecks, undertaken speleology 

[caving], gliding, and free-fall skydiving.  

I have also participated in four-wheel drive ventures, co-lead multi-week white-water rafting; 

and bush walking expeditions into the Australia forests, deserts and other wilderness areas. 

In western Africa to better understand what the Worlds first metazoans were, how they lived 

and died, I intend to combine my academic studies with my exploratory pursuits. 

  

 Fig 3. Nemiana thin section. 
– Is this evidence of ‘spawning’? 



 
 

Diagrams, Maps and Photographs. 
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Habitat 

The puff adder can be found over the vast majority of Africa with exception to the north. Unlike 

many other venomous reptiles, they are not usually found amongst the woodlands. They prefer to 

hang out in the grasslands. They are right at home in the dry grass and use their camouflage to 

ambush their prey. 

Puff Adder Venom and Danger to Humans 

Puff adder snake venom is a cytotoxin. This means that the venom breaks down tissue and 

spreads slowly to the rest of the body. The bite of a puff adder is usually a long and slow break 

down of the body if you have no medical attention. This can take up to 24 hours for the effects to 

take hold, and once they do they are hard to reverse. Puff adders are not the most venomous 
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snakes in the world, but they are highly aggressive biters and are around people more than some 

of their brethren. The slightest thing will cause a puff adder to strike, whereas many other snakes 

are simply likely to slither away if they are close by. 

 


